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Four areas of improvement:

1. **Have Separate BernieBills Generated for each Department or Division Within an Organization:**
   - Instead of having one bill for all employees, BerniePortal can now generate multiple BernieBill PDFs based on your individual departments.
   - Employers can indicate that they want BernieBills separated out by department or division in their Account Settings.

2. **Updated BerniePortal Knowledge Base:**
   - More user-friendly Knowledge Base than what we had before.
   - Ability to submit a ticket within the Knowledge Base routed directly to your BerniePortal Success Team.
   - Access the Knowledge Base in your account dropdown or at the login page.

3. **Improved Employee Plans Area:**
   - This update to the Employee Plans area allows you to see all employee election information on one page.
   - View not only the benefit types that the employee has elected but the actual plan name, coverage tier, effective date, and deduction amounts all in one election table.
   - You can still edit employee effective dates from this area when the employee is eligible to have their effective dates adjusted.

4. **Enhanced Benefits Feature Design:**
   - See how many employees are assigned to a given Benefits Subgroup.
   - Easily drag and drop to attach Summary Plan Descriptions and other Enrollment Documents that employees should see at the beginning of their enrollment.
   - This update makes it easier to navigate the Benefits Settings area too.
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